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ABSTRACT
We present a system for 3D planning and pre-operative rehearsal of mandibular distraction osteogenesis
procedures. We describe two primary architectural components: a planning system that allows geometric
bone manipulation to rapidly explore various modifications and configurations, and a visuohaptic simulator
that allows both general-purpose training and preoperative, patient-specific procedure rehearsal. We
provide relevant clinical background, then we describe the underlying simulation algorithms and their
application to craniofacial procedures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Distraction Osteogenesis
The treatment of patients with complex anatomical
deformities that are caused by trauma or congenital
defects is one of the most challenging
multidisciplinary tasks in medicine. Due to the
introduction of plating systems and changes in
surgical technique in the last 20 years, correction
of severe malformations has become possible.
Such procedures are generally performed by highly
specialized teams, frequently in a single operation.
Distraction
osteogenesis
is
gaining
popularity as a common treatment for facial
deformities. Such procedures aim to lengthen and
reform the diseased or damaged portion of the
mandible by performing one or more osteotomies
(surgically-induced bone fractures), manipulating
the resulting bone fragments into more a desirable
configuration, and “growing” the mandible
through daily distraction.
The precise planning of osteotomies, bone
manipulations, and distraction for such procedures
remains a difficult challenge, requiring the surgeon
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to balance the dual goals of functional
rehabilitation and aesthetic outcome. The skull, the
facial bones, the maxilla, the mandible, and the
overlying soft tissues all must be manipulated to
achieve the optimal result, and implantation of
autologous or foreign material is often required to
replace missing tissue.
As disturbances of
craniofacial integrity are highly visible, optimal
results in restoration are extremely important in
these patients. Planning is further complicated by
the necessity to adhere to a distraction plan of
anatomically feasible daily bone growth in order to
avoid premature fusion or nonunion of the bone.
1.2 Clinical Relevance
In the United States alone, approximately 3 million
people present to the emergency room with
traumatic facial injuries. Motor vehicle accidents
(MVAs) were the most frequent cause of facial
injuries prior to 1970. The number of violence,
job- and sports-related, and self-inflicted injuries
has risen – contributing to a fairly constant number
of facial injuries despite a decrease in MVArelated facial trauma. In a large retrospective study
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of 2137 patients [1], mandibular fractures were
caused by vehicular accidents (43%), assaults
(34%), work-related accidents (7%), mechanical
falls (7%), sporting accidents (4%), and
miscellaneous trauma (5%). Most facial injuries
involve both bone and soft tissue, which are
deformed due to direct impact. Similarly, children
born with congenital deformities of the head and
neck and cancer patients after removal of head and
neck tumors require reconstructive surgery for
rehabilitation. Due to the complex anatomy,
critical functional requirements, and high
visibility, facial reconstructive surgery in these
patients is a challenging enterprise.
1.3 Virtual Planning
The goal of a surgical plan in reconstructive
surgery is the normalization of the shape,
symmetry, dimension, and function of hard and
soft tissue. At present, surgical plans and surgical
outcomes are analyzed on 2D and 3D radiographs
and photographs. As much of the challenge in
trauma surgery lies in the understanding of relative
spatial positions of critical vascular, neural and
other structures in relation to the underlying bone
and to the facial surface, recent developments in
imaging techniques have allowed more effective
pre-surgical diagnosis and surgical planning using
patient-specific data.
Recently, research emphasis has also been
placed on computer-assisted surgical planning and
augmentation systems. State et al [2] have
developed an augmented reality system for
ultrasound-guided needle biopsy of the breast. The
system is used both for training and for
intraoperative augmentation. The same group has
also developed a similar system for laparoscopic
training and augmentation. Other simulation
projects have focused on training for laser iridium
procedures [3], arthroscopy [4], intraocular surgery
[5], and craniofacial implant design [6].
The virtual planning work presented here
builds more specifically on previous work on
craniofacial surgical planning and the diagnostic
prediction of surgical outcomes [7,8,9,10].
Our work on visuohaptic simulation of
surgical procedures builds on previous work in the
simulation of bone surgeries, with relevant
adaptations to craniofacial surgery and to our
planning environment. Previous work on haptic
simulation of bone surgery has focused largely on
temporal bone surgery [11,12,13,14], with some
work on other procedure categories, e.g.

arthroscopy [15]. Preliminary work on the haptic
simulation of craniofacial surgery is presented in
[16].
1.4 Project description
The numerous functional and aesthetic constraints
to which craniofacial surgeries are subject require
precise preoperative planning. The work presented
here aims to allow “trial and error” surgery to be
carried out before ever entering the operating
room. A geometric planning component allows the
surgeon to rapidly experiment with various bone
manipulations and plate/distractor configurations,
and an interactive simulator component with haptic
feedback allows the surgeon to “practice” the
procedure on a patient-specific model. This
system provides the surgeon with a significant
advantage in preparing for procedures that are both
technically challenging and difficult to plan.
This paper begins with a description of our
interactive planning system, then discusses our
force-feedback simulator, and concludes with a
discussion of future work and the next steps
toward intraoperative applications.
2. VIRTUAL PLANNING ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Overview
We begin with a discussion of our interactive
planning system, which allows the manipulation of
real patient data before surgery and provides semiautomatic determination of a healthy template for a
diseased mandible. The description uses the
surgical correction of hemi-facial microsomia – a
condition in which the mandible is unilaterally
diseased and/or deformed – as a context and
running example. Patients presenting with this
condition are often considered candidates for
distraction osteogenesis, so it is an appropriate
example.
Planning for this condition also makes
optimal use of the mirroring techniques
incorporated into our system, which allow the
surgeon to use a mirrored version of the healthy
side of the mandible as a template for planning
distraction for the diseased side. The distraction
planning techniques discussed herein may be used
in other cases as well, if both sides of the mandible
are diseased or if the surgeon does not wish to use
the healthy side as a template.
2.2 Data Import
Preoperative head CT scans are converted into an
isosurface representation using the Marching
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Fig. 1. Diseased mandible (left) and mirrored healthy
template (right).

Cubes method [22]; this processing is done using
the Amira software package (Mercury Computer
Systems, Berlin, Germany).
All subsequent
processing uses isosurface data. The region of the
isosurface corresponding to the mandible is labeled
manually.
2.3 Symmetry plane definition
The first step in distraction planning for a patient
with hemifacial microsomia is to define symmetry
planes for the skull and the mandible. We use
existing image registration techniques [17] to
define a symmetry plane automatically for the
skull [18,19].
The surgeon then visually defines what is
believed to be the center plane of the mandible.
This is difficult to perform automatically at
present, given the expected asymmetry in the
image data due to unilateral malformation. The
healthy half of the mandible is then “mirrored” by
determining the distance of each point on the
healthy side form the defined center plane and
replicating that point on the opposite side of the
center plane. The “healthy template” thus contains
copies of all points from the healthy side of the
template. Figures 1a and 1b depict the diseased
mandible and the mandible with the mirrored

portion included, respectively. From this point
forward, the mirrored portion of the mandible
serves as a template for the surgeon in defining the
distraction of the diseased portion of the mandible.
Once the symmetry planes for the skull and
mandible are known, the skull, original mandible,
and healthy template for the diseased mandible
may be displayed on the screen in a semitransparent or wireframe mode. Figure 2 shows
the skull and the mandible, with the healthy
template superimposed semi-transparently on the
diseased mandible, as the surgeon would see it
when using the planning system..
2.4 Performing the virtual operation
Once the healthy template for the mandible has
been established, the surgeon can perform the first
stages of the virtual operation. The decision
regarding osteotomy location is one of the critical
phases in planning corrective surgery for
hemifacial microsomia. Using a series of
geometric and analytic tools, controlled via the
mouse, the surgeon is able to induce “fractures” in
the surface model, implemented as the introduction
of discontinuities in the triangular surface mesh
used to represent the skull and mandible. More
details on the algorithms used to perform these
virtual cuts and identify the resulting
discontinuities are presented in [20].
These
modifications can also be “rolled back”, allowing
the surgeon to explore various operative
approaches before proceeding to the next stage.
Figure 3 shows examples of cutting bone using our
system.
2.5 Fragment Positioning
Subsequent to fracture introduction, the surgeon
independently manipulates separated bone
fragments to explore various bone configurations.
In general, the healthy template provides goal

Fig. 2. The healthy template shown semi-transparently in
blue. The mandible is shown in white. The midsagittal
plane is indicated in red.

Fig. 3. A planar cutting tool is used to graphically insert
fractures in a surface model of the mandible.
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positions for the placement of each fragment. The
surgeon does not necessarily have to follow the
healthy template precisely; and an exact match to
the form of the healthy template will be impossible
in most cases. However, using the healthy
template, the surgeon may provide a plan for a
reasonable outcome in terms of both form and
function.
2.6 Automatic Vector Determination
The next stage in a distraction procedure is the
placement of the distraction apparatus. Currently, a
surgeon uses personal expertise to determine the
path through which the bone will travel during
distraction and the daily rate of distraction. This
desired path must be translated into the position
and orientation of the physical distractor. To
provide the reader with a general orientation and a
sense of scale, Figure 4 depicts an infant with a
physical distractor.
In some cases, the desired movement of the
bone is restricted to translation – movement along
a straight line in three dimensions. In this simple
case, a standard distractor can be used and the
distractor is advanced at a constant one millimeter
per day.
In many cases, however, anatomic
constraints necessitate distraction along a curve in
two or three dimensions (see Figure 5) and may
also require rotations around one or more axes. In
these cases, even for experienced surgeons, it is
difficult to determine the precise trajectory over

Fig. 4. A straight distractor used in vivo.

which the mandibular fragments should travel, and
even more difficult to determine how to construct
the distraction apparatus in order to effect that
plan.
Semi-automatic vector determination, can
reduce the complexity of the distraction planning
process. Our simulation environment thus includes
a module for automatic vector determination,
which can generate a distraction plan based on the
starting and desired positions of the bone. The
output of this module includes (1) a path through
which the bone should travel and (2) the rate at
which the path should be traversed. The remainder
of this section describes our approach to automatic
vector determination.
Once the surgeon has specified the desired
bone configuration (sections 2.3-2.5), the
automated vector determination algorithm defines
a path and rate of advancement that will translate
and rotate the bone into the goal configuration,
subject to a maximum osteogeneration rate
(typically one millimeter per day).
In order to determine the vector through
which bone on two sides of a particular osteotomy
must travel, we define a plane to represent each of
the cut edges of the bone – that is, the two surfaces
that “face each other” across the osteotomy – and
we determine the centroid of each bone fragment
on those planes. These planes will not necessarily
correspond to any particular physical surface along
the cut, but will contain points from the cut bone
or that approximate the orientation of the fractured
edge. Figure 6 illustrates the plane and centroid
derived from a fractured edge.

Fig. 5. Distraction along a curve. Note that the edges of
the bone along the osteotomy are no longer parallel.
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Fig. 6. A fractured virtual bone surface, and the plane
derived from this surface. The plane is indicated in semitransparent blue, with its centroid and surface normal
indicated by the red vector. The three green points were
used to generate the equation for this plane.

To identify the plane representing each cut
surface, three non-collinear points on the crosssection of the bone are selected. These points can
be determined automatically or may be selected by
the surgeon. Greater distance among the points
will, on average, reduce numerical error in the
approximation of the bone surface, so the optimal
set of points tends to lie at the extremes of the
bone’s cross-section. We have devised a method
for automatically selecting points as follows:
•

Determine the average location of all

points along the cut; this average defines
the “cut center”, C
Choose the first point P1 to include in the
plane as the point that is furthest from C.
Define a vector V from C to P1.
For each point P’ on the cut surface,
define a vector V’ from C to P’ and
compute the angle α between V’ and V.
Choose the second and third points (P2
and P3) to include in the planar
approximation of the surface as those
whose α values are closest to 120° and 120°.

Although this does not always optimize the
distribution of points, it runs quickly and provides
an adequate point set. A more optimal (but more
complex) approach would aim to maximize the
area of the triangle defined by the three points.
Once the three points are established, the
centroid of the representative plane is defined as
the average of the three points. Given that most
cuts will be planar or approximately planar, the
plane defined by these three points will
approximate the surface of the cut.
Note that in the case where the virtual
fracture was induced using an analytic planar cut
tool, the two sides of the cut will have same shape
and will contain the same points. Therefore, the
points and centroid determined for one side of the
cut can be used to define the centroid and plane for
P2
(approximately
120o
around the circumference of
the cross-section from P1)

P1 (the most distant
point from C)

Centroid (C)

~120o

~120o

P3
(approximately
-120o
around the circumference of the
cross-section from P1)
Fig. 7. The selection of points from the cross-section of a virtual cut to determine a representative plane. C is computed as the centroid of all
points on the cut surface, P1 is computed as the most distant point from C, and P2 and P3 are computed to generated angles of 120° and -120°
around C.
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P2
R2
R1
P1
Fig. 8 An example of “backtracking” in a distraction plan
that may cause premature fusion. Here the dark lines
indicate the position and orientation of the cut surface as it
moved along the distraction trajectory. As a result of high
curvature, the point at the end of the line has moved
“backwards” relative to its previous position.

the other side of the cut.
Once the two planes for the two sides of the
cut and the corresponding centroids have been
established, the distraction plan can be generated,
subject to several constraints. First, no point on the
bone can be advanced more than one millimeter in
a single day, as rapid distraction can cause soft
tissue damage and inadequate bone reformation.
Second, no point on the surface can travel
backwards, as bone regrowth will occur within the
distraction gap, as this is likely to cause premature
fusion.
In the simple case of a straight-line
distraction, these constraints are trivially satisfied,
since all points along the osteotomy travel the
same distance each day. However, when the
distraction is performed along a curve, different
points on the surface will travel different distances.
The points along the outside of the curve will
travel a greater distance than more “interior”
points (points on the inside of the curve), and
interior points may even travel backwards if a
distraction step involves rotation of the bone (see
Figure 8. Manually determining the movement of
individual points along the path, to ensure that the
key constraints are satisfied, is a time-consuming
and imprecise task. Our system thus
computationally ensures that these constraints are
met when generating a distraction plan.
We represent our distraction plan as a
Hermite curve, a three-dimensional function that
generates a smooth trajectory between two points,
constrained by specified movement direction
vectors at the beginning and end of the trajectory.
In our case, the end points of the Hermite curve are
the starting position and ending (goal) position of

Fig. 9. The points (P1, P2) and normals (R1, R2) are used
to define a Hermite curve that represents the distraction
plan.

the distracted bone fragment’s centroid. The
starting and ending movement vectors are the
normals of the distracted bone fragment’s
representative plane, before and after distraction.
Figure 9 illustrates these values graphically on an
example bone configuration, and Figure 10
demonstrates an example Hermite trajectory.
The Hermite curve is defined parametrically
as [21]:
p(t) = (2t3-3t2+1)P1+(-2t3+3t2)P2+(t3-2t2+t)R1+(t3-t2)R2

…where t is a time value ranging from 0 Æ 1, p(t)
is the position of the distracted bone fragment at
time t, P1 is the initial position of the distracted
bone fragment, P2 is the final position of the
distracted bone fragment, R1 is the initial normal
vector of the distracted bone fragment (as
determined above), and R2 is the final normal
vector of the distracted bone fragment. Note that
in this description, the “position” of a bone
fragment refers to the position of the fragment’s
representative centroid, as defined above.

P2
R1
P1

R2

Fig. 10. An abstract representation of the smooth Hermite
trajectory. Note that at P1 and P2, the curve’s tangent is
equal to R1 and R2, respectively.
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Similarly, the “normal” of a bone fragment refers
to the normal of the fragment’s representative
plane, as defined above.
The Hermite equation thus defines a
movement trajectory for the distracted bone
fragment. Note that the tangent to this curve at any
point defines the orientation of the representative
plane during distraction, so the Hermite curve
specifies a rotation plan as well as a translation
plan. It does not, however, specify any rotation
around the axis of distraction. If the initial and
final orientations of the representative plane
around its normal are different, it is also necessary
to define an additional rotation around the normal
at each time point. We have found that an equallydistributed rotation along the path produces good
results. For example, if the bone is to be rotated
15 degrees around its normal over the path of the
distraction and there are N steps to be taken along
the path, the bone should rotate 15 / N degrees at
each step.
As noted above, the distraction plan must
conform to two limitations: no point on the bone
may move more than one millimeter per day, and
no point may move backwards or “too little” on a
given day. The parameter of moving “too little” is
user-definable and represents the lower limit on
the movement of any point on the bone in a given
day; inadequate movement of any point on the
bone may result in premature fusion. In our
system, this value defaults to a small positive value
(0.01 millimeter). Further research may indicate
an anatomically-based minimum rate of bone
movement to avoid premature ossification.
To ensure that these constraints are met, the
bone model is advanced along the determined path
(including the defined rotation around the curve),
and daily translation vectors are computed for
representative points along the cut. In a vertex
model such as ours, this may be implemented by
checking the advancement of each vertex on the
cut surface during each timestep.
The initial step size is set to one millimeter
per day along the center of the distraction path. In
general, this is the most aggressive path that could
be taken. The algorithm will reduce the step size
for individual steps based on the ossification
constraints. At each time step, the maximum and
minimum distances traveled among all of the
points on the cut surface are recorded. In this
discussion we define those values as
CurrentStepMax and CurrentStepMin, respectively.

For a given step, if the constraints are satisfied, i.e.
if:
CurrentStepMin > MinAllowableStep (0.01mm)

and
CurrentStepMax > MaxAllowableStep (1mm)

…then the step size is increased by the ratio:
MaxAllowableStep / CurrentStepMax

In doing this, the step size is increased such that
the point along the surface of the cut that is
moving farthest during the current step will move
one millimeter – the largest allowable step.
If, however, the step is initially found to be too
large, i.e. if:
CurrentStepMax > MaxAllowableStep (1mm)

…then the step size is reduced in order to reduce
CurrentStepMax
to MaxAllowAbleStep. More
precisely, the current step size is multiplied by:
MaxAllowAbleStep / CurrentStepMax

The system then recomputes CurrentStepMax and
CurrentStepMin
and performs the above
comparisons again. At this point, CurrentStepMax
should be one millimeter, and if CurrentStepMin is
above the minimum allowable travel distance, then
the step size for this step is output as part of the
distraction plan. This approach produces the most
rapid allowable distraction path without violating
the minimum-travel-distance constraint.
If, after determining the most aggressive
allowable distraction path, one of the points has
not advanced adequately during a particular time
step, i.e. if:
CurrentStepMin < MinAllowableStep (0.01mm)

…the path is deemed to be unacceptable, and a
new curve is generated. The length of the vectors
R1 and R2 in the Hermite curve definition are
variable, and can be adjusted to manipulate the
curvature of the trajectory. In general, normals
with larger magnitude result in less curvature near
the endpoints of the trajectory; normals with
smaller magnitude result in less curvature near the
center of the trajectory. If the minimum-traveldistance constraint is varied, our system thus varies
the length of the normal vectors to reduce the
curvature in the region of the constraint violation.
For example, if the constraint violation occurs near
an endpoint, the corresponding normal (R1 or R2)
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is lengthened to reduce the curvature in that
region, and the trajectory analysis is recomputed.
It is possible that, in extreme cases, there is
no possible distraction curve that satisfies the
relevant constraints. We have not observed this
situation in any realistic cases, but if such a
situation is found, multiple osteotomies and/or
multiple distractions may be required.
When a legitimate path is identified, it is
exported as a final distraction plan, including:
• The location of the osteotomy, as
specified by the user
• The final configuration of the distracted
bone segment, as specified by the user
• The distraction trajectory (a 3dimensional curve)
• A series of distraction distances (steps)
2.7 Path Step Size Consistency
The algorithm described here provides a variable
step size distraction path that provides as
aggressive a distraction as possible while staying
within the configured growth limits. A maximally
aggressive distraction plan is generally optimal, as
it reduces the total number of distraction steps that
the patient or physician has to perform – and
thereby reduces procedure duration.
In some cases, however, it is preferable to
require a constant distraction step, to simplify the
distraction apparatus, to minimize scarring, and to
simplify the instructions presented to the patient
(who generally performs the distraction at home).
For these cases, our system allows the user
to specify a constant step size, which should
generally be smaller than 1mm. The system steps
along the initial trajectory using the specified
constant step size. As above, the initial and final
normal vector lengths (i.e., |R1| and |R2|) can be
varied if the path does not meet the minimum- or
maximum-travel constraints. If no acceptable path
can be found using the specified step size, the step
size is increased or decreased slightly – depending
on which constraint was violated – and the search
is re-initiated. In this case, the system attempts to
return a distraction plan using a constant step size
that is as close as possible to that specified by the
user.
For some distraction plans, it may not be
possible to determine a single, reasonable step size
that can be used throughout the trajectory. In such
a case, the system can be directed to determine two
step sizes, which still presents a relatively simple
distraction plan to the patient. For example, if the

specified step size works for five steps, but cannot
be successfully modified to allow further steps,
then the first five steps can be assigned to the first
step size and a new step size can be determined for
the remainder of the path (as above). This process
can be repeated for as many step sizes as are
necessary to complete the distraction.
3. HAPTIC SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we describe a visuohaptic
simulation environment that allows a surgeon to
physically interact with a particular patient’s
anatomy preoperatively, to rehearse a particular
distraction plan and interactively explore the
relevant anatomy.
This environment is also
potentially suitable for resident training, but we
focus here on the use of this environment for
rehearsal. Particular emphasis is placed on our
approaches to haptic rendering and discontinuity
detection.
3.1 Data Structures and Preprocessing
Previous approaches to the simulation of bone
surgery have worked primarily with voxel data and
have used volume rendering techniques for graphic
display. Voxel arrays are a natural way of
representing volumetric image data, and they
provide very rapid (constant-time) tests for
intersection between sample points and the bone
model. Modifying voxel arrays when volume is
removed is also a constant-time operation.
Volume
rendering,
however,
is
computationally expensive, allowing relatively low
frame rates on most consumer graphics cards, and
does not leverage the trend in rendering hardware
toward visual and computational optimization of
surface (triangle) data. We would like to leverage
the rapid collision-detection and modification that
are possible with volume data, while benefiting
from the visual quality and low-cost rendering that
triangulated surface data provides.
We thus maintain a hybrid data structure in
which volumetric data are used for haptic
rendering and traditional triangle arrays are used
for graphic rendering (via OpenGL). Figure 11
summarizes the preprocessing stages that
transform image data into the format used for
interactive rendering.
The original volume data itself is not used
directly for haptic rendering, as it contains
significant noise and is limited in resolution by the
acquisition hardware. We would like to isolate the
voxels corresponding to bone and choose a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 11. A summary of our preprocessing pipeline. CT/MR
data sets are (a) isosurfaced, (b) capped, (c) flood-filled to
generate a voxel array, and (d) re-tessellated into a final
surface mesh.

resolution based on our haptic feedback
requirements
and
real-time
computational
constraints.
The marching cubes method [22] is thus used
to build an isosurface around a CT or MR data set;
this allows us to discard regions of data that are not
part of the skull. Subsequent stages of our
preprocessing pipeline will require a completely
closed mesh, so we cap any holes in the resulting
isosurfaces. A set of texture coordinates is also
generated on the isosurface mesh.
The isosurface is then flood-filled, using an
AABB tree [23] to accelerate the numerous
collision tests required at this stage. All voxels are
associated with density information interpolated
from the original image data. For voxels situated
at the boundary of the bone volume, we find the
nearest isosurface triangle to the voxel center, and
use barycentric interpolation to assign texture
coordinates and surface normals to each voxel.
The resulting volume grid constitutes the array that
we will use for haptic rendering.
In order to simplify and accelerate the
process of updating our polygonal data when the
bone is modified, we build a new surface mesh –
in which vertices correspond directly to bone
voxels – rather than using the original isosurface
mesh for graphic rendering.
This mesh is
generated by exhaustively triangulating the voxels
on the surface of the bone region, i.e.:
for each voxel v1
if v1 is on the bone surface
for each of v1’s neighbors v2
if v2 is on the bone surface
for each of v2’s neighbors v3
if v3 is on the bone surface
generate vertices for v1,v2,v3
generate a triangle t(v1,v2,v3)
orient t away from the bone surface

A voxel that is ‘on the bone surface’ has a nonzero bone density and has at least one neighbor
that has zero bone density. I.e., a voxel that is ‘on
the bone surface’ is bone adjacent to non-bone.
Although this triangulation generates a large
mesh (on the order of 200,000 triangles for a

typical full-head CT data set), several
optimizations allow us to minimize the number of
triangles that are generated and/or rendered. To
avoid duplicate triangle generation, each voxel is
associated with a unique index before tessellation,
and triangles are rejected if their vertices do not
appear in sorted order. To eliminate subsurface
triangles that will not be visible from outside the
mesh, we use the observations presented in [24] to
identify and remove probable subsurface faces.
The voxel array itself is stored as a hash
table, indexed by three-dimensional grid
coordinates. This minimizes the memory occupied
by our volume data, and allows constant-time
occupancy queries (the fundamental operation
required for haptic rendering; see section 3.2).
Additional data structures map each voxel to
its corresponding vertex index, and each vertex
index to the set of triangles that contain it. This
allows rapid access to graphic rendering elements
(vertices and triangles) given a modified bone
voxel, which is critical for shading vertices based
on voxel density and for re-triangulation when
voxels are removed (see section 3.3). Figure 12
summarizes the relevant data structures.
3.2 Haptic Rendering
Virtual instruments are controlled using a
SensAble Phantom [25] haptic device, which
provides three-degree-of-freedom force-feedback
and six-degree-of-freedom input.
Volume Sampling
Each of the bone modification tool models is
discretized into a voxel grid (typically at a finer
resolution than the bone grid), and a preprocessing
step computes an occupancy map for the tool’s
voxel array. At each iteration of our haptic
Voxel array

Voxel

Vertex array

hash table

struct

openGL array

Maps (i,j,k) Æ
voxel pointers

Contains vertex
index and density
information.

Contains vertex
positions,
normals, colors

Index map

Triangle array

hash table
Maps a vertex index
Æ
All containing triangles

openGL array
Contains vertex indices
defining each triangle

Fig 12. A summary of the structures connecting our
volumetric (haptic rendering) and surface (graphic
rendering) data. When a voxel is removed or modified, the
corresponding vertices and triangles can be accessed from
the (i,j,k) voxel index in approximately constant time.
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rendering loop, each of the volume samples in
each active tool is checked for intersection with the
bone volume. This operation can be performed
rapidly (in constant time) using the hash table
described in section 3.1. Each sample point that is
found to lie inside an occupied bone voxel
generates a unit-length contribution to the overall
haptic force vector that tends to push this sample
point toward the tool center. With adequate
stiffness, the tool center is always outside the bone
volume (see Figure 13). For tools with an illdefined center, the force vector generated by an
immersed voxel is directed along the inwardpointing surface normal at the nearest surface
point.
The overall force vector generated by our
approach is thus oriented along a vector that is the
sum of the “contributions” from individual volume
sample points. The magnitude of this force is
computed based on the number of sample points
found to be immersed in the bone volume, which
approximates the tool’s penetration depth.
3.3 Bone Removal
Each bone voxel is associated with a density value,
initially derived from the original image data. Each
time a tool sample is found to be in contact with a
bone voxel, the density of that bone voxel is
decreased. When a voxel reaches zero density, it is
removed from the voxel array.
In order to maintain consistency between the
graphic and haptic rendering systems, it is
necessary to then re-tessellate the area around the
removed bone. Consequently, bone voxels are
queued by our haptic rendering thread as they are
removed, and the graphic rendering thread
retessellates the region around each voxel pulled

Fig. 13. Our approach to haptic feedback. Red points are
volume samples within the tool, blue points are volume
samples within the bone. The full volume of the drill is
sampled, and each point that is found to be immersed in the
bone volume (shown here in purple) contributes a vector to
the overall force that points toward the center of the tool
and is of unit length.

from this queue. That is, for each removed voxel,
the rendering thread checks whether any of the
removed voxel’s neighbors were previously
internal but are now on the bone surface.
Specifically, for each removed voxel v, we
perform the following steps:
for each voxel v’ that is adjacent to v
if v’ is on the bone surface
if a vertex has not already been created
to represented v’
create a vertex representing v’
compute the surface gradient at v’
queue v’ for triangle creation
for each queued voxel v’
generate triangles adjacent to v’
(see below)

Once again, a voxel that is ‘on the bone
surface’ has a non-zero bone density and has at
least one neighbor that has zero bone density.
When all local voxels have been tested for
visibility (i.e. when the first loop is complete in the
above pseudocode), all new vertices are fed to a
triangle generation routine. This routine finds new
triangles that can be constructed from new vertices
and their neighbors and orients those triangles to
match the vertices’ surface normals (defined using
the voxel density gradient).
3.4 Additional Tools
Our system also provides a planar cut tool (see
Figure 14), used to introduce large divisions in the
bone model. This tool does not generate haptic
feedback and is not intended to simulate a physical
tool. Rather, it addresses the need of instructors to
make rapid cuts for the creation of training
scenarios and for accelerated access to specific
anatomy. The bone-removal function associated
with this tool is implemented by discretizing the
planar area – controlled in six degrees of freedom
using the haptic device – into voxel-sized sample
areas, and tracing a ray a small distance from each
sample along the normal to the plane. This is
similar to the approach used in [11] for haptic
rendering, but no haptic feedback is generated.
Each ray is given infinite “drilling power”, i.e. any
voxels through which each ray passes are
immediately removed. The distance traced along
each ray is controlled by the user. This allows the
user to remove a planar or box-shaped region of
bone density, demonstrated in Fig. 14b. In
general, this approach will often generate isolated
fragments of bone that the user wishes to move or
delete; the processing of independent fragments is
discussed in section 3.5.
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15b,c,d).
Future work will include a more
sophisticated simulation of the bone-screwinsertion process.

Fig 14. The use of the cut-plane tool and the independent
manipulation of discontinuous bone regions. (a) The cutplane tool is used to geometrically specify a set of voxels to
remove. (b) The volume after voxel removal. (c) The
flood-filling thread has recognized the discontinuity, and
the bone segments can now be manipulated independently.

An additional set of tools allows the user to
manipulate rigid models that can be affixed to
bone objects. This is particularly relevant for the
target craniofacial procedures, which center around
rigidly affixing metal plates to the patient’s
anatomy. We thus provide models of several
distractors and/or Synthes bone plates; it is
straightforward to add additional models to the
system. The inclusion of these plate models
allows users to plan and rehearse plate-insertion
operations interactively, using industry-standard
plates.
For each plate model, a set of sample points
is generated by sampling 100 vertices of each
model and extruding them slightly along their
normals (because these models tend to be very thin
relative to our voxel dimensions) (Figure 15a).
Haptic feedback is generated using these sample
points. In this case, since a very large area of the
tool is often in contact with the bone, we elected to
use the ray-tracing approach to haptic feedback
generation presented in [11]. This approach allows
reasonable haptic feedback with fewer samples
than the volumetric approach we use for our
cutting tools (section 3.2). Since there is no welldefined tool center toward which we can trace rays
for penetration calculation, rays are traced along
the model’s surface normal at each sample point.
At any time, the user can rigidly affix a plate tool
to a bone object with which it is in contact (Figure

3.5 Discontinuity Detection
Introducing fractures in the bone model is a critical
component of the target procedures. Our system
thus needs to efficiently detect fractures that the
user creates with the bone modification tools, then
allow independent rigid transformations to be
applied to the isolated bone segments.
In our environment, a background thread
performs a repeated flood-filling operation on each
bone structure. At each iteration of this thread, a
random voxel is selected as a seed point for each
bone object, and flood-filling proceeds through all
voxel neighbors that currently contain bone
density. Each voxel maintains a flag indicating
whether or not it has been reached by the floodfilling operation; at the end of a filling pass, all unmarked voxels (which must have become
separated from the seed point) are collected and
moved into a new bone object, along with their
corresponding data in the vertex and triangle
arrays. Fig. 16 summarizes this operation and
provides an example.
Fig. 14b and Fig. 14c display a bone object
that has been cut and the subsequent independent
movement of the two resulting structures. Here –
for demonstration – the cut-plane tool is used to
create the fracture; during simulated procedures,
most fractures will likely be created by the
drilling/sawing tools.
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The software described here was written in C++
and runs on Windows-based PC. The planning
tool runs on a 1GHz desktop, and the haptic
simulation environment runs on a dual-1.5GHz
workstation, using a SensAble Phantom Omni
(SensAble Technologies, Woburn, MA) for haptic
interaction.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 15. The modeling and attachment of rigid bone plates.

(a) The surface of a bone plate after sampling and
extrusion. (b) A bone surface before modification. (c) The
same bone surface after drilling, distraction, and plate
attachment. (d) The same bone surface after drilling,
distraction, and distractor insertion.

Initial feedback from craniofacial surgeons
suggests that our environment provides a
productive mechanism for visually exploring
distraction procedures, and that the distraction
paths generated by our system are appropriate for
intraoperative use. Future work will focus on the
automatic exporting of this distraction plan in a
manner that will enable a manufacturer to produce
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Fig 16. Discontinuity detection by flood-filling. The seed

voxel is highlighted in red, and the shaded (blue) voxels
were reached by a flood-filling operation beginning at the
seed voxel. These voxels thus continue to be part of the
same bone object as the seed voxel, while the unshaded
voxels on the right have become disconnected and thus are
used to create a new bone object. In a subsequent pass
through the flood-filling algorithm, a third bone object
would be created, because the unfilled voxels are further
fragmented.

the custom distractor, possibly including prebending of the distraction apparatus and automatic
marking of individual steps along the distraction
vector.
Additional work will focus on further
development of our haptic simulation environment,
to build a more formal training environment for
new surgeons and to allow experienced surgeons
to explore more difficult procedure components
(e.g. the formation of the distraction apparatus) in
more detail. We also hope to integrate our
simulation environment with previous work on
predictive modeling of facial appearance, to allow
users to explore the probable outcome given a
particular bone configuration, distraction path, and
surgical approach. Furthermore, we hope to apply
our simulation techniques to other surgical
procedures with similar physical requirements;
initial work on the application of our simulator to
temporal bone surgery can be found in [26].
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